BUTLINCAT [JOHN GRAHAM] written by SHARON ZAKI
In my 22/2/13 post on 'When is website Mis - or Dis-information?' on V/U
I made reference to 'Butlincat' [John Graham]. He has since revealed
that he too is a gatekeeper. This is how I've formed my opinion:Not long after my 'Proven shills - Sabine and Belinda' document went
out, Butlincat [John Graham] contacted me to tell me "they are not who
they seem and their main role is definitely not what people perceive –
the opposite is true. Like how come people McNeill deals with always
end up in prison? I can name many, and its not through their own doing
but because of this person's involvement." Also, "Kay was a strong
Musa family supporter. Right from the very beginning of the family’s
troubles – she was too good a supporter – so the new ones had to take
her out – those new ones being Sabine McNeill with Belinda Mckenzie,
and others. Disgraceful behaviour by those who want to be seen as
doing such good. How fake can one get?" We exchanged a few
emails. One of which I publish just below. I think you'll agree that it
strongly suggests that Butlincat is a shill. Other clues are:Butlincat is a staunch supporter of the HG story [even though he too
cannot produce any evidence to support it and he too will lie to support
it] - he puts a heading up 'The Hollie Greig case is very real!' on
his blog [Incidentally, this link was sent to me by Sabine on the same
day that she decided our 'debate' was terminated on V/U!] One of the
links there is to a pdf which is written by Peter Eyre, a Middle East
consultant shill. More on Eyre further down this pdf. Butlincat also
refuses to engage in dialogue/debate with the Hollie Hoax team. He
states on his blog: "‘McKenzie Enemies’/Hollie Greig Hoax team in
London: As some are aware, HGH in the persons of Sarah McLeod,
Rachel Keeley and Sylvia Major addressed a meeting of the David Icke
(London) group last Sunday. Anne, Robert, Brian Gerrish and I were
invited to participate but unanimously declined. I told the organiser in no
uncertain terms what I thought of this meeting and put pressure on her
to call it off which she did not appreciate but I trust in time she and
others who took umbrage will forgive my vehement stance. I’m all for
free speech in principle but absolutely draw the line at engaging with
people supportive of paedophiles and who endorse police noninvestigation of this foul crime". The evidence is that Butlincat and his
gang are the paedophile supporters, not the HGH team. Further he
stoops to insults and baseless accusations, as in his comment of "Daly
is a charletan and government agent - when he's not drunk!" here.

His friend is the liar and evildoer Robert Green.
Butlincat goes on about all the evidence he has which would expose
some of the shills, yet he won't publish it or let me see it. So, no desire
to expose the shills, suggests he is one himself.
I asked him if he would ask all these other people he knows, who he
says have lots of evidence which would expose the shills, to contact me;
but he stays tight lipped. Instead he sends me a bunch of useless
hearsay emails.
He says, "People are not who they seem is all i can say, and their main
role is definately not what people perceive – the opposite is true." So
why is he not helping me get to the bottom of it?
Butlincat says that he is aware that some of the well-known cases are
fakes. He says,"Each time the Musas got a legal rep he was corrupted more than likely threatened into working for H'gey. It is truly despicable
what is happening as many other cases are based on fake info, even
famous ones. Hemming is fake too, imho, and is very picky who he
helps." And he tells me that he stayed at Belinda McKenzie's house with
Tony Farrell: "At mckenzies i met Farrel a few times - about which i
reserve comment." Notice he doesn't tell me anything about Farrell! We
can learn a lot of truth from these pretenders; they're not so smart after
all, or difficult to expose. He said, "Farrell would turn up often on his
own agenda - for a hearing or something, but stay at Mckenzies." So,
here we have a high profile 'whistleblower/victim' who is represented by
the proven shill Ian R Crane and who works closely with [and stays at
the house of] the proven shill Belinda Mckenzie and on top of all that he
stays at the same house as the Butlincat shill. Everything points
towards Tony Farrell being a shill too. Oh and he also works closely
with the proven shill Sabine McNeill and he interviews 'victims'??? on the
seriously dodgy UK Column. More confirmation here in connection
with his promotion of phoney 'Charles Seven' who surprise, surprise
is also championed by Sabine.
At a meeting on 24th February 2013 Sabine "ranted about a report unclear which report Sabine was referring to, Rachel enquired - only to
be met with a diatribe of "I don't know which bloody report it was" until
Rachel clarified it for her that was.... Sabine's companion Tony, was the
Senior Police Intelligence Analyst who was fired from Yorkshire Police
for suggesting 7/7 was an inside job. It was interesting to see Tony
DEMAND that a disabled and frail woman pronounce Gerrish's name
correctly and generally act like a disruptive agitator. What AGAIN is

apparent here is that the likes of Sabine and Tony are not interested in
the truth."
You might like to read Stef's blog and the comments re Farrell and other
shills here and here. Rigorous Intuition express how the
gatekeepers seriously undermine the efforts of all genuine strivers of
truth and justice: "It's hard enough trying to increase awareness about
the gaping holes in the official 7/7 narrative without having the difficulty
of that task compounded by the apparently endless stream of bizarre
characters [Tony Farrell, Maud'dib, Nick Kollerstrom ...] who seem to go
out of their way to reinforce the mainstream media's depiction of
'conspiracy theorists' as being nutty as squirrel shit with a
boundless capacity to believe the most outrageous bollocks." For
more on Kollerstrom see my ‘W-O-S’ page. As for Maud'dib, he is the
one who harasses 7/7 families and victims, who believes he is the
Messiah, who is promoted on Richplanet TV and who runs the J for
Justice site where he shamelessly holds out a begging bowl for £100
cash... Further, look who his friends/promoters are:- Butlincat, Alex
Jones, Belinda McKenzie, Tony Gosling [for more on him see my ‘W-OS’ page], Tony Farrell, James Corbett... Form your own conclusion.
In one email to me, Butlincat says, lying through his arse: "I do not have
time to crucify anybody publicly, and my time is taken up mostly to do
something positive - not negative, with trying to get the Musas freed, and
stopping myself being imprisoned too in the process of that. I do also
have an hour plus conversation with somebody who is very well known
who talks about Mcneil a lot, but i will not break the confidence with the
person i spoke to and make public this, and i never have made this
public either. That doesnt mean i havent got the recording but it does
mean i have principles. I think there are far more important things to do
than to to exposing these people, like trying to get people out of awful
situations these people have helped put them in. That is my concern."
See my response to that below.
Butlincat heads his blog with: "N.B. John Graham aka butlincat wishes to
state categorically and emphatically that he is in no way aligned to the
self-publicist Sabine Mcneil or any of her alleged “organisations” or
“sites”. Many people say she is working for the other side and he agrees
with them!!" Strange then that he would have this post on his
blog http://butlincat.wordpress.com/2013/03/14/banned-from-the-uknato-security-consultant-because-the-uk-has-been-caught-red-handedstealing-children/ which is the exact same post as Sabine has
on her's! http://punishmentwithoutcrime.wordpress.com/2013/03/11/bann

ed-from-the-uk-nato-security-consultant-because-the-uk-has-beencaught-red-handed-stealing-children/ And why does Sabine allow
Butlincat to comment on her site, when she has supposedly banned him!
Greg L-W says, "Is it any wonder these little nurds all hide behind idiot
names! Butlin Cat ..... is an inadequate little creep with a vocabulary like
an open sewer. I've taken the liberty of addressing the posting by the
fools as a separate posting and in view of the despicable dishonesty of
the filth that are posting such malicious lies like David Icke, Brian
Gerrish, Paul Drockton, Belinda McKenzie, Butlin Cat Litter and their like
I would appreciate anyone reposting my comment in full anywhere they
can on the internet to show just what liars have gathered around
promoting the lies surrounding the Hollie Greig 'STORY'. Thank You - to
those who are decent enough and have the integrity to ensure my post
is widespread." See here for Greg L-W blog.
The following is one of the emails I sent to Butlincat:
Dear John [Butlincat],
Did you not get my last email? When you contacted me you seemed
like you were going to help me expose the shills. You told me you firmly
believe Sabine is a government agent and you said you have much info
on her treachery. You say you have evidence in the form of a phone
conversation, emails and scores of documents which will expose
Sabine, Belinda, John Hemming and others. For example you say "The
Mckenzie friends set-up is not what it seems either" and "Hemming is a
charletan, and i have an hour long phone recording with B Gerrish in
which B Gerrish explains Hemmings role, and Mcneils, her having
scuppered a case he was working on where the mother lost her child
because of Mcneils involvement. This i have on tape." Why won't you
publish this? Your reluctance shows that you obviously don't really care
about innocent mothers losing their children to social services as a result
of Sabine's influence.
You say that the truth will out; well it would help if you produce the
evidence that you have. You also say that other people have lots of
evidence, yet when I asked you to ask them to contact me, you didn't
reply.
I have to say | am surprised that you are so supportive of the HG
story. You say you have much more information about it that isn't
online. Well if you're serious about helping with the war on shills, why
don't you publish it? As said there is no point you keeping the evidence

to yourself. And how can you say Robert Green is an honourable man
when you can clearly see his lies in videos such as this one
Gerrish.http://cuttingthroughtherubbish.blogspot.co.uk/2012/09/thehollie-hoax.html You say that you "certainly have never seen anything
credible to make a meal of it like so many controlled opposition make
out." Wouldn't that make you more curious as to why they did run with
this story here and internationally? You talk about Gerrish's downfall,
why don't you just publish what you know about him, so that people can
have more confirmation that he's a shill, and genuine victims like Nicola
Mcauley who have already suffered evil 'games' from the masonic mafia
do not get sent on any more wild goose chases. You say "Others came
along too – connected to this “Mckemnzie Friend” set-up with Hemming,
MP. Thats another story" and, "None of what i say in emails is for
publication anywhere - much worse is or has been said anyway and
interested parties know all of what ive said has been online anyway and
been sent in scores of emails to people on a contact list. I do not say
things to people i know nothing about and what ive said to you is private
- maybe someday i can tell you the important things - but i stopped
telling so much because there are spies everywhere." Important
things? If you are too scared to publish this important info that you have
which will actually HELP genuine victims, then you should not be
supporting anyone. You are achieving the opposite of what you appear
to be doing. Their suffering is just prolonged. Oh wait, isn't that what I
said about Sabine? Isn't that the job of a shill? Please prove me wrong
by producing evidence to show that Hollie did/can recite these 22
names, addresses, phone numbers. [Or was it 31? According to 'The
End of HDJ' "Hollie named a total of 31 individuals combined in BOTH
the Police transicripts - even her bus driver got a mention! Andrew
Young was also mentioned by Robert & Anne but he was never named
by Hollie in either of the transcripts. We have never seen any evidence
where Hollie names in full anyone. Indeed in the police transcript of
Hollies interview, she names almost everyone she knew, right down to a
bus driver. Robert & Anne refuse to publish this transcript."] [You say
that "it is not unusual for a Downs Syndrome child to be meticulous with
memories got over 14 year period. There is nothing stange or uncanny
about that. These children have gifts anyway that we dont have and to
say Hollie couldnt remember names is not true. Her memory is probably
better than mine or yours."] You say "What detractors can never
discredit is the C.I.B. payment raised from 8 grande to 13500£, or the
death of Roy Greig, and the police irregularities - like raids on 2 homes
without legal warrants and stuff taken which still has not been returned
to their rightful owners. There is loads more but it would take far too
long." Your points have been addressed by the Hollie Hoax group. You

also say "Ive never seen Daly say he'd dropped the case because of
"lack of evidence". We are told Daly and his team spent at least 6
months with Anne + co before he suddenly had to drop it - because his
job was on the line if he continued investigating the case" That is just
not true, Daly dropped the case because "It became clear that the wider
allegations that were being made would be impossible to verify, and
indeed we had concerns about the veracity of many of them." He also
says "There are few more serious allegations one can make about a
person than to call them a paedophile, and for that reason, the evidence
has to be of the utmost quality. And in this case, I’m afraid it fell far short
of this hurdle." Why don't you just persuade your friend Robert to give
permission to Mark Daly to release the tapes of the conversation they
had? That''ll reveal who's lying. If you have "loads more" then why
aren't you revealing it for the sake of exposing the shills which will bring
real justice to Hollie. And how can you say it will take far too long, when
the most important thing you can do, if you truly believe in truth and
justice, is help me expose the shills. Instead you have a casual attitude
of "why should others bother anyway when there is much more positive
stuff to be done? There are many cases they wont work on - eg Kirk,
Scarth, + Musa". As I've said I know Gerrish doesn't work on genuine
cases; I've heard this from others. The best thing we can do for genuine
cases is expose the shills. We need hard evidence against these
fraudsters, so people know how despicable and dangerous they really
are.
You tell me to look at the Baylis case, saying "remonstrating about the
old Greig case does no good for anybody anyway. The idea is to expose
and bring justice to the many crimes the government has got away with
and is still getting away with - figures are at an all time high and what
Haringey did to this family - and is doing to so many others - the police
crimes, the witness intimidation and the infinite irregularities - all
Tavistock based is truly outrageous. Compared to the Musa case, and
my friends the Baylis's, whose case is diabolical, and even Maurices
case, and Normans - the Greig case pales in certain areas though of
course is diabolical." Can't you see that by focusing on the HG issue I
can expose some of the shills; surely you'd agree that the way to help
victims is to expose the shills, so that the truth about what is happening
to them is allowed to see the light of day?
It has crossed my mind that a lot of these 'Truthers' in the 'Truth
Movement' believed the HG story [as many of us did] because Robert
Green is so convincing and because he said that he had evidence. Now
that the story is proven to be fake, perhaps these 'Truthers' are having

difficulty admitting they were duped and it is just easier to ignore the
evidence and just hope the controversy goes away. But, as said, that
possibility only fleetingly popped into my head.
You clearly don't come under that category anyway. That is clear when
you say "i regard Robert as more of a friend than anything else. I am
taken in by noone, and what he says has had no effect of my judgement
on the case, or anything else." I'm puzzled as to why you contacted
me. Why tell me things if they cannot be published? Who are you really
protecting? Or is it the case that you have been warned not to get
involved with my 'War on Shills' and that you have been threatened?
Re the Musa family, you say "along with 20000+ files on the Musa case
with the hundreds of letters + emails alone that have been sent to media
and PRFD etc. by numerous supporters." Why are you wasting time
writing to the enemy - media, government agencies???? Have you or
have you not been in this 'business' long enough to know better? Either
you are genuinely on the side of the victim or you are a shill.
Re Maurice Kirk, you say "he should never of gone to prison in 2011, but
i say no more." Well I think you have to say more, especially to Nicola
Mcauley who is alarmed at the revelations that Sabine is working for the
other side, and she now genuinely wants to help Maurice. I have
already forwarded our exchange of emails to you, so I hope you contact
her without delay and tell her everything.
You tell me that you "believe in loyalty over getting cheap
applause." Loyalty to who? A shill? It is absolutely NOT cheap
applause. This is not a game and is not about egos. This is about
people like us, who know things, going public with it, so that this evil can
be STOPPED. We have a duty to expose the truth to prevent any more
injustice. We don't have time to dither. These shills are evil.
You say that you were 'stitched up'. Can you tell me more? I'm
interested to know what happened to you.
Finally, you say "Victims of these bs'ers cannot be bothered to take up
the mantle, after theyve been crushed in the courts and in most cases
do not even know about how theyve been betrayed by certain people but the truth often comes out." You can be sure of that, the TRUTH
does come out - eventually.
Best,

Sharon.
The following are some more things Butlincat says which show who’s
side he’s really on:
I believe from turning into an honest investigation it turned into an
information gathering exercise for the government because thats what
they do - there are agents within the Musa "supporters" camp, but if you
watch them closely they reveal themselves by their fruits, to quote a
biblical phrase. This is how i found out about Mcneil. I was very friendly
with her in 2011 when she turned up with M Kirk + others, because i
welcomed anybody trying to help my friends. Like me she couldnt
believe what Haringey, with the aid of the judges, police, barristers, legal
types + all the rest were getting away with. I stayed at her flat and didnt
mind her stealing my info or quoting my site on her v.u. site at the time but when M Kirk was arrested and remanded when we were both
staying at Mcneils at Finchley Rd my suspicions were begun and since
then confirmed.
I have many government employees going to my blog that regular folk - i
would know this because ive been told they visit it!! Twice in closed
courts as mckenzie friend for the Musas ive been asked "is this your
site? are you butlnca? to which i gladly agreed, and i believe it is
because i was open and admitted it they havent hit me with
punishments. He's not punished because he’s just another big fat fake
covertly working for the ‘PTB’.
Everyone has been warned off the Musa case - the Nigerian government
and the HIgh Commission. Weve visited them and they are very scared
of doing anything, and my visits have ended up in rows with the asst.
commissiner, who is a fake. If you doubt anything i have ever put online
i would be happy to enlighten you. Attatched are my letters to a chief
constable, who blocked my mails after the 1st one, and my official
complaint about the "guardian solicitor" which is online anyway. Britains
legal system is very corrupt, based upon the "old boy" syndrome where
money and prestige speaks louder than truth or justice. Each time the
Musas got a legal rep he was corrupted - more than likely threatened
into working for H'gey.
Butlincat is clearly in cahoots with the other shills – Sabine McNeill,
Belinda McKenzie, John Hemming and ‘others’ that he pretends to be
opposing.

As for the Musas we have a shilly unsubstantiated version of events,
and a distinct lack of official
documentation. See https://gloriamusa.wordpress.com/about/ https://gl
oriamusa.files.wordpress.com/2011/07/11-10-22-kidnap-of-six-nigerianchildren.pdf The Musa parents are obviously in cahoots with Sabine,
Belinda, Hemming and others, including Butlincat. Not surprisingly
Christopher Booker [more on him in my ‘YOLANDE LINDRIDGE &
CHRISTOPHER BOOKER’ pdf] can be relied on to publicise this story
far and wide, without offering anything whatsoever to support its
veracity http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-andorder/10946414/Judge-slams-Haringey-council-over-my-most-shockingfamily-case-ever.html It seems more of the truth can be found in the
Belfast Telegraph and Daily
Mail http://www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/news/uk/musa-siblings-to-getnew-identities-30407096.htmlhttp://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article2188239/Nigerian-couple-beat-children-jailed-Coronation-Streetbarmaid-Michelle-Collins-gave-evidence-them.html who state that the
Musa parents are in jail for child cruelty.
One of the 'others' in the 'McKenzie friend' group who represented the
Musas is the seedy 'common law advocate' Paul Randle-Jolliffe. More
on this ‘Common Law’ crap in my ‘PATRICK CULLINANE, JOHN
PATERSON & GORDON BOWDEN’ pdf. The lying toad is
speaking here at the controlled opposition 'UK rally against Child Abuse'
about the class action he brought against the UK family courts. See
also 'Beware of Paul Randle-Jolliffe if you seek legal advice' and read
the comments which follow. See also Ripoff Report.
As for Maurice Kirk, he’s no heroic anti NWO freedom fighter either. He
is just another BIG FAT FAKE. See my pdf on him.
The following is my response to Butlincat re the need to crucify the shills:
You say "I do not have time to crucify anybody publicly." The guilty ones
need to be crucified. The only way this is going to happen is when
people who know things, publicise it. You're not going to get imprisoned
if you're not breaking any laws. People who are a genuine threat to the
freemasons do get killed or imprisoned on trumped up charges; but
those people are the brave souls who do go public with information
which will challenge the Masonic NWO gatekeepers. As said anyone
serious about truth and justice and doing their bit to stop the NWO will
expose the gatekeepers. It takes courage.

In order to appear credible, phonies like Butlincat support seemingly
genuine cases [by writing letters on their behalf and publicising their
cases]. It’s all pretence; these treacherous animals are working for the
men in power; doing their bit to further the NWO slavery hell.
Butlincat also has a keen interest in UFOs/Aliens. [The PTB plan to fake
an alien invasion/attack to cause the world to unify in a one world
government against this extra terrestrial threat, to usher in the NWO.]
Butlincat promotes UK Column and follows Paul A Drockton's blog. Paul
Drockton [who, together with Icke and others in the 'A/M'] promotes the
HG story and Maureen Spalek case. The Hollie Hoax team say, "If you
take a look at Paul's website you will see it is abound with advertising
and conspiracy links .... Paul's integrity is questionable at the very least
.....We contacted Paul but it was clear he was uninterested. Some of
these individuals that claim to be part of the 'Truth Movement' are really
part of the 'Untruth Movement'. And when questioned they stick together
just like the ESTABLISHMENT!" See here for more interesting info
on Paul Drockton.
Butlincat is a reporter for Before it's news. We might be wise looking
upon a lot of these stories and the 'victims' referred to with a huge dose
of scepticism! It is worth noting that Butlincat also promotes the Lou
Collins radio show. She is closely associated with Brian Gerrish
and Mike Robinson and her high profile guests are:- Ian Puddick, Roger
Hayes, Bill Maloney, Robert Green, Michael Doherty, Patrick
Henningsen, Ian R Crane and others. Read what the Hoax group say
about Lou here. These names, as well as Farrell, Belinda McKenzie,
Sabine McNeill ... regularly crop up on each other's websites and Edge
Media TV. Birds of a feather flock together ... What is blindingly obvious
is that ALL these people are high profile within the ‘A/M’ 'Truth
Movement'; many of them have a connection with each other and ALL
have a connection with the HG story, either directly with the HDJ
campaign or by being a vehement supporter/promoter of it. According to
Charlie Foulkes, on the suggestion of Sabine, she asked Michael
Doherty for help, but all she got was the suggestion that she might be
making things up and accusations of being mental. She says she
also asked Ian Puddick [who says not all Freemasons are bad] for help,
but there was none forthcoming. I wrote to Ian Puddick and Michael
Doherty. I have not yet had a reply from Doherty; Puddick did
eventually reply - on 7/5/’15, over two years later [wonder why it took so
long!] His reply looks like an attempt to confuse me over whether or not
Tom Cahill is genuine. He says:

Subject Heading: Ian Puddick Shill Jewish Mi5
Hi Sharon
Someone has just sent me this from your website re myself
She also asked Ian Puddick (who says not all Freemasons are bad) for
help, but there was none forthcoming. I wrote to Ian Puddick [see here]
I just wanted to thank you for at least writing an accurate expose of
myself and for referring others to the legend Thomas Cahill who knows
more about me than anyone else.
Shalom
As for Maureen Spalek, that case is also looking very suspect.
Her 'story' is covered by Drockton only [and repeated by other shills and
well-meaning, but duped individuals.] There is no evidence that her
story is true, just a 'publicity fund' donate button for .... the Hollie Greig
and Maureen Spalek cases! I wrote to her [twice] [see below] but have
heard nothing from her yet. As for Puddick, he garners publicity
from Sonia Poulton on the ‘Not The People's Voice TV and Radio
station’ [see more on Sonia in my ‘JANETTE SCHARENBORG’ pdf.]
Email to Maureen Spalek 20th March 2013:
Hi Maureen,
I am not sure if you received my last email, so I'm sending it again [see
message which follows these two paragraphs]. I need to bring
something else to your attention.
I recall seeing on Victims Unite comments [one by Peter Oakes] that
question your sincerity. I also notice that your story is only published
on http://www.moneyteachers.org/Maureen.Spalek.html and that the gist
of it has been repeated by others. This concerns me because the
'moneyteachers' site is run by the known shill Paul A Drockton and the
other sites which feature your story are also shill sites. In order to avoid
being tarred with the same shill brush you would be wise to disassociate
yourself from these well-known shill sites. Out of curiosity, can I ask if
any official documentation [or part thereof] to support your story [for
example regarding the family courts or re the murdered nurse/prisoner]
is published anywhere? Also are any names of key people in your case
published? Drockton speaks in vague terms, such as, "However, the
nurse was murdered before she could speak to her. An individual was

convicted of the murder and sentenced. Maureen attempted to get a
visiting pass to the prison in an attempt to find out if this person did
murder the nurse and why. Before she could make the visit the prisoner
was killed in prison."
In this day and age, with so many shills and fake 'victims' popping up all
the time, we genuine victims need to be careful who we associate with.
It does not look good for you when, for example, on Drockton's site,
there is no evidence to support your story, just a 'publicity fund' donate
button for .... the Hollie Greig and Maureen Spalek cases; especially
now the HG case has been totally discredited.
Below is my first email:It's been a while since we last spoke; I hope you are well.
In case you are unaware I am currently trying to expose the shills of the
'Truth Movement'. I've started with Sabine. See
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/WAR_ON_SHILLS.php and
http://www.theholliegreigcoverup.net/latest-news.html I am hoping that
people will expose Sabine for the traitor that she is.
Please understand the nature of controlled opposition and how it is used
to neuter serious opposition. Shills and fake 'victims' are insidious
creatures and more dangerous than a corrupt establishment. They are
causing so much injustice and suffering to the unsuspecting public. For
example in the HG story, 22 innocent people are accused by the HDJ
group of raping Hollie. That story is totally baseless and yet Sabine
supports and promotes it; just as fiercely as she protects her good friend
Belinda Shill Mckenzie
http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/war_on_shills_post_for_VU.php
I believe the HG case holds the key to revealing many shills currently
prominent in the so-called 'Truth Movement'.
See http://sharonkilby.co.uk/site/Why_the_HG_story_may_hold_the_ke
y_to_revealing_the_shills..php [In case you are not that familiar with the
Hollie Greig story, there are a lot of links on that page to it and to
websites/videos/radio programmes which provide proof that it is a hoax.]
Maureen, please will you help me by commenting on Victims Unite that
you now believe Sabine is working for the other side and as such you
want all reference to yourself removed from her site. If you really care

about truth and justice and doing your bit to stop the NWO then you will
expose Sabine.
Everyone needs to decide who's side they're on. There is no half way
house. Apathy is a wonderful weapon for the ruling elite.
Kind Regards,
Sharon Zaki
P.S Somebody recently told me that I wasn't the first to point out that she
is a traitor. One of the things I told this person is: "Your last sentence
says it all. Genuine victims and sincere 'truthers' are put off uniting and
helping each other because we don't know who is 'real' anymore. That
is why we genuine folk need to do our best to expose the shills and the
fake 'victims'." I also said: "Yes the truth will out, but it will take so much
longer if genuine people like us, who know things, keep quiet. The
longer people 'sit on the fence' the longer injustice continues. When I
realised that Sabine is a traitor, I toyed with the option of staying quiet;
knowing it'd be easier to do so. But my conscience told me to do what is
right. What happens when x months/years down the road, when more
people are speaking out about Sabine [and Belinda and Hemming and
others closely associated with Sabine and V/U] and you are asked why
you stayed quiet when you knew who she really works for; how are you
going to feel then? You will look a fool and a coward, especially when
there are almost no genuine people left participating on V/U because
genuine people have chosen to have nothing to do with her and have
exposed her instead."
As for Peter Eyre, another sign that he is a shill and that the HG story
is a load of horsecrap, [apart from the fact that he too doesn't publish
any or part of any report that he says he has, which would help give the
story credibility] is in his careless reporting. He frequently switches from
his own reporting to that of Robert Green's, he calls Anne's brother
'Robert' when he is widely knows as 'Roy' and he doesn't make clear
whether he is quoting someone else's words or not. See an example of
that here taken from page 7/8 of the pdf mentioned above. See also
his Hollie Greig Info blog.
Lost the news has this to say about Peter Eyre: "And do you know
what I stumbled across. A big fat pile of steaming SHILL SHIT. I

originally criticised Peter Eyre, for writing such an enormous piece of
unreadable turd. Fair play, he posted my comment. Me being me, I
eventually calmed down, and lessened my tone to a more apologetic
stance. Then, after my last comment, one of his other readers posted
“how can we stop it” [I guess meaning something along the lines of
stopping the so called ‘NWO’] And the shill wanker posted this: The
process has already started but it will take time…….first you cut off their
main source of funding and stop their access to the World’s Collateral
Accounts and the associated Gold Bullion…….that has now been
done…….now waiting for the next round of meetings to see how the rest
of the cabal can be stopped etc……for our part all we can do is educate
and spread the word around…..Peter Apathy machine in action! Don’t
worry people, all we can do is spread some words around. I have said it
before, and I will say it again, just in case someone out there might be
paying attention. Anyone who promotes APATHY, is most definitely
being paid by TPTB. Apathy is their favourite control toy! They love it!
Because the end result is that we get so confused and frustrated, we
just give up and go and jack off or watch some bullshit TV series. Eyre
seems to cater for the really feeble minded truther, the truther that will
accept."

